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Abstract—improved wireless video communication is
challenging since video stream is vulnerable to channel
distortions. Hence, the need to investigate efficient scheme for
improved video communications. This research work investigated
broadcast schemes, and proposes smart broadcast technique as a
solution for improved video quality over constrained network
such as wireless network under tight constraints. The scheme
exploits the concept of video analysis and adaptation principles in
the optimization process. The experimental results obtained
under different channel conditions demonstrate the capability of
the proposed scheme in terms of improving the average received
video quality performance over a constrained network.

maximize the received video quality performance under
constrained networks.

Video communication over a wireless channel is more
error-prone compared to that of a wired channel due to varying
channel conditions and resource constraints. Demand for
improved video services is rapidly growing in the society. A
typical video communication system consists of video source,
source encoder, channel encoder and receiving terminal for
reception and display of the transmitted video signal. The
video encoder such as H.264/AVC [1] performs video
compression and support error resilience features [2] [3].
Wireless technology such as Mobile WiMAX provide delivery
channel for video applications over wireless paltform. Mobile
WiMAX uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
Access (OFDMA) [4], which divides the available resources
into a number of subchannels [5]. Modulation schemes such as
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) and Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation (QAM) are also supported in OFDMA
with variable channel coding rates [6] [7] which offer channel
protection for improved video communications. Factors such
as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) determine the performance of
a wireless transmission [8]. SNR takes the relative factors such
as path loss, cable loss into account [9].

II. RELATED WORK
Various schemes for video transmission have been
discussed in the literature including Unequal Power Allocation
for Scalable Video Transmission, where base layers of
scalable video are allocated more error protection level
compared to the enhancement layer [10]. An Unequal Error
Protection Scheme for Object-based Video Communications,
where different quantization parameters are allocated for
coding of each object in the video sequence [11]. Selforganized Content and Routing in Intelligent Broadcast
Environments (SCRIBE) is presented in [12] with the
objective of minimizing the redundancy associated with
convectional flooding broadcast scheme. SCRIBE achieves its
objective by adaptively controlling the message path.
Intelligent Broadcast System for Enhanced Personalizedservices based on contents semantic is discussed in [13] where
viewers satisfaction is increased by serving user preferences.
In [14] multimedia adaptation is adopted in which based on
the fact viewers are more interested in a certain region or clip.
Based on this fact, different adaptation schemes have been
proposed [15] [16]. These schemes aim to reduce the quality
for regions that are little or no interest for the user and to
increase the quality on the Region of Interest (ROI). The idea
is based on human visual system that has different sensitivity
to different visual areas [17]. In addition to the existing
technologies, improving the quality of video applications over
constrained network based on the characterization of video
stream is proposed in the Smart Broadcast Technique (SBT).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III
describes the proposed scheme. Section IV presents the system
architecture scheme. Section V describes the simulation
methodology. Section VI presents the results and discussion of
the research. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VII
with future work.

Wireless video communication is becoming indispensable
means of communication in the society due to the mobility,
flexibility and portability. It is capable of satisfying client
demand anywhere at anytime. However, there are many
challenges in wireless video communication channels such as
resource constraints, varying network characteristics. These
factors influence the quality performance of video services
over challenging networks. Hence, this research report focuses
on efficient scheme, utilizing content characterization to

III. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The proposed Smart Broadcast Technique (SBT) for
improved video broadcast applications is based on the
dynamic nature of video content characterization. The main
objective of SBT is to enhance transmission strategy in order
to improve the received video performance over constrained
network. In the scheme, video transmission parameters are
adapted according to the characteristic of the video stream.
The characterization process includes classification and
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In the characterization process, optical flow algorithm of
Lucas and Kanade [18] is used in the research to analyze video
characteristics. Video contents are analyzed and the average
motion activity in video scene is estimated. The motion
activity estimation process is carried out by identification of
significant feature points in the video scene. Feature point in
this concept is defined as a point of the object in video scene
that can be easily detected and tracked from frame to frame.
Types of image features points include edges, blobs, ridges
and corners [19]. In the measurement process, the object is
first detected and analyzed to determine the changes in motion
activity. Feature point relative difference in terms of pixel
displacement between successive video frames quantifies
motion vector of the feature point.
A typical video scene consists of objects characterized by
spatial characteristics (number and shape of objects) and
temporal characteristics. Changes in the motion characteristics
between successive video scenes are mainly caused by object
motion and global motion [20]. In the estimation of motion
activity level of a video scene, the total average motion
activity over a given video sequence is normalized by the
spatial and temporal resolutions to maintain consistency across
different video sequences. The mathematical model for the
estimation process is given by [21]:
, where
MS represents the motion activity level of the video sequence
over L number video frames. F is the motion activity level
of a video frame. R and T are the spatial and temporal
resolutions of the video sequence, respectively.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed SBT system architecture consists of the
video source, channel and the receiving components as shown
in Figure 1. Video communications process includes
capturing, content analysis, encoding, adaptation and
transmission. The receiving section consists of receiver,
decoder and display unit. Video broadcasting involves
capturing of natural scene by video camera, encoding by video
compression algorithms and transmission of compressed video
streams over a communication channel. The encoding block
performs video compression function by exploiting
redundancies in video sequence and application of various
algorithms to enhance robustness of video streams.
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Content Analysis, Adaptation and Transmission
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Decoding
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prioritization of video streams based on their respective
properties. Such property include content characteristic which
is employed as an index in the adaptation process. The scheme
is designed to analyze video streams with relative motion
characteristic and improves its protection level against impact
of channel errors. The proposed scheme aims at maximizing
the average received video performance through intelligent
adaptation of the limited transmission resources.

Receiver

Fig. 1. SBT System Architecture

Wireless video distribution is more challenging due to
varying channel characteristic and resource constraints and
high bit error rates which affect the received video quality
performance. In the system design, the compressed video
streams are transmitted through the constrained network. At
the receiving section, the transmitted video stream is decoded
frame by frame using H.264/AVC codec. Finally, the
reconstructed video stream is processed and displayed on the
receiving device. More details on the video communication
systems including digital video compression, transmission and
decoding are discussed in the literature [22].
In many wireless video communication scenarios, the
primary constraint for reliable communication with good
video quality performance arises from resource constraints
[23]. Video applications and services require adequate
transmission resources to attain good quality. However, it
becomes challenging under constrained network with limited
transmission resources to support improved received video
quality [24]. The proposed scheme aims at maximizing the
average received video quality performance for a set of video
applications over a constrained network as illustrated in Figure
1. The total video distortions consist of source distortion and
channel distortion [25] [26]. In the analysis, using a preencoded video stream the received video quality performance
depends on the distortion of the transmitted media streams due
to channel errors. Hence, the scheme looks into more efficient
strategy that maximizes the usage of the limited network
resources to minimize the channel distortion and improve the
received video quality. Thus, maximize the average received
video broadcast services within a tight constrained budget.
However, in order to devise an efficient broadcast system, the
research investigates the impact of channel errors and resource
constraints on received video quality performance.
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V. SIMULATION
The simulation process is performed using different
standard test video sequences representing different content
characterization, ranging from high motion characteristic
(HP), to low motion content characteristic (LP). In the
classification process, test video sequences are clustered into
group based on the similarity of content characteristics,
temporal and spatial resolution characterization.
H.264/AVC reference software, version 15.1 (JM 15.1)
[27] is employed in pre-encoding of the test video sequences.
The scheme is tested with standard sample test video
sequences: Soccer, Foreman, Weather and Akiyo, all in
Common Intermediate Format (CIF). The test video sequences
are encoded at average bitrates of 0.768Mbps. The frame rate
is fixed at 30 frames per second, and the Group of Picture
(GOP) size of 8 was employed in the compression process for
all the test video sequence. In each of the test video sequence,
a total number of 300 frames were processed in IPPP… format
(first frame of each sequence is intra-coded, followed by Pframes). Content Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding
(CABAC) technique is adopted in the compression. The
compressed video streams are segmented into slice. The slice
[28] is encapsulated in RTP/UDP/IP [29] for transmission
through the protocol stack of simulated broadcast system. At
the Network Abstraction Layer (NAL), slice output of the
VCL is placed in NALU [30] prior to transmission. For
optimization of the payload header [31] and reduction of high
loss probability the NALU length is fixed at 512 bytes for the
test video sequences. RTP transport is augmented by a control
protocol for monitoring of the data delivery and provision of
feedback on the reception quality [32]. The compressed video
streams are then transmitted through simulated wireless
Chanel.
The channel conditions are simulated with error traces
[33], generated from simulated wireless channel conditions for
16QAM, ½ Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), with a
range of SNR levels. The error patterns are obtained by
comparing the data bits within the original data slot to the
transmitted data slot. If there is any bit error within the data
slot, it is then declared as an error. The error traces with the
similar SNR are used to corrupt the compressed video streams
transmitted through the simulator. The SNR levels for the
video streams are distributed using lookup tables. The look-up
tables translate the bit error rate information into distortion
levels, which are used in the distribution of the transmission
resources among the video streams. The transmission
parameters of the video streams are adjusted based on the
content characterization of the compressed video streams. The
resource distribution is carried out initially by equal allocation
of transmit resources for all media streams, and then
incremented based on the content characterization of the video
streams. The uniqueness of the scheme can be recognized in
terms of simplicity of the system model and resource
allocation strategy. The experimental results were averaged
over ten simulations carried out repeatedly in order to obtain
stable results and evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme.

At the receiving section, the transmitted video streams are
demodulated and decoded using H.264/AVC reference
software version 15.1 (JM 15.1). The error concealment with
frame copy mode is employed for concealment of corrupted
video packets. When a packet is lost, the RTP sequence
number enables the decoder to identify the lost packet such
that the location of the corrupted packet in a frame is
identified and concealed. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
[34] is used in estimating the received video quality
performance.
As a measure of the objective function which can be
defined as maximizing the average received video quality
performance among a set of video streams over a constrained
network, PSNR [35] is employed to measure the performance
of the proposed system in terms of the average received video
quality of the transmitted video streams. PSNR metric is
widely employed in the field of video quality performance
measurement, though do not have strong correlation with
subjective experiment [36]. Table 1 presents the simulation
conditions and input parameters.
TABLE I.
System

PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATIONS
Parameter

Test video sequence
Source encoder
Frames format
Spatial resolution
GOP
Frame rate
Packet size
Channel Coding
Permutation scheme
Path loss model

Soccer, Foreman, Weather, Akiyo
H.264/AVC reference software
IPPP…
CIF (352*288)
8.0
30 fps
512 bytes
CTC
PUSC
ITU-R

Quality Measurement

PSNR

VI.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The average received video quality performances of tested
video sequences are measured using PSNR algorithm. The
simulations were carried out to assess the performance of the
proposed scheme in terms of average received video quality
performance over constrained network. Readings of the PSNR
values were taken from the reconstructed video frames by
comparing with the original video frames. The PSNR values
represent the received video quality performance. The higher
the PSNR values the better the received video quality
performance. From Table 2, the video quality performance
across the tested video sequences varies according to the video
content characterization. The average received video quality
performance of video content characterized with high motion
(HP) recorded improvement when transmitted on SBT
scheme. The enhancement in the received video quality
performance is due to the fact that the proposed SBT system
improves the protection level of the video streams with high
motion characterization by improving the SNR level. The
enhancement in the protection level mitigates the impact of
channel errors on the reconstructed video quality.
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Table 2 shows the comparative performance of the
received video quality “With SBT” scheme and “Without
SBT”.

[2]

With SBT

Without SBT

[3]

Error free

Sequence
characterization

Test video
sequence

TABLE II.
COMPARATIVE RECEIVED VIDEO QUALITY PERFORMANCE
“WITH SBT” SCHEME AND “WITHOUT SBT” SCHEME.

[1]

[4]

[5]

PSNR
(dB)

SNR
(dB)

PSNR
(dB)

SNR
(dB)

PSNR
(dB)

Soccer

HP

36.60

11.60

33.52

12.15

35.23

Foreman

HP

38.32

11.60

35.47

12.15

36.05

Weather

LP

43.99

11.60

40.03

11.05

36.66

Akiyo

LP

51.08

11.60

50.16

11.05

44.66

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

In contrast, to the SBT scheme, the received video quality
performance of the test video sequences with high motion
characterization performed poorly under same channel
condition. The poor quality performance is due to insufficient
protection against the impact of channel errors. The quality
enhancement (PSNR value) as observed in the case of Soccer
test video sequence from 33.52dB (without SBT) to 35.23dB
(with SBT) is a result of enhancement in the error protection
level in terms of improvement in the SNR. Consequently, the
performance of Akiyo and Weather characterize with low
motion characterization is relatively low but perform above
average acceptable PSNR value [37] [38].
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Video communications is gaining popularity in contrast to
voice communication. However, supporting improved video
quality over constrained network is challenging due to
dynamic channel characteristics, network constraints. Hence,
Smart Broadcast Technique (SBT) is proposed for improved
quality of video applications over constrained network. SBT
scheme has been discussed and analyzed in this paper as a
solution to the challenge. A solution, which strategically
improves the average, received video quality performance
over a constrained network through intelligent distribution of
the limited network resources. The experimental results
evaluate the capability of the proposed SBT scheme. Overall,
the scheme could be beneficial to broadcast service operators
as they can maximize the average received video quality
performance under a constrained network, which can lead to
more viewers’ satisfaction.
To further improve the proposed system performance,
future work looks into more advanced mechanisms to further
enhance the average video quality performance of over a
constrained network.
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